
FileName Description SR/Bit Duration

MKH3040_aboard, drive pulley side, ferry 
crosses river 1.wav

aboard ferry, drive pulley side, chain rattle, 
complete river crossing 96 / 24 00:04:05.901

MKH3040_aboard, drive pulley side, ferry 
crosses river 2.wav

aboard ferry, drive pulley side, engine idle, ramp 
closing, ferry crosses river, decelerating gear 
wheels

96 / 24 00:04:08.281

MKH3040_aboard, drones and vibrations from 
body.wav

aboard ferry, middle of the ship, looking ahead, 
drones and vibrations from body, complete river 
cross

96 / 24 00:04:12.209

MKH3040_chain rattle close 1.wav ferry departures, intense chain rattling
96 / 24 00:02:43.133

MKH3040_chain rattle close 2.wav ferry approaches from opposite riverside, swelling 
chain rattle, ramp bang on landing, diesel car 
leaving

96 / 24 00:02:03.687

MKH3040_complete river crossing aboard 
ferry.wav

complet river crossing aboard ferry, engine start, 
ramp bang, chain rattling and rumble 96 / 24 00:04:43.050

MKH3040_complete river crossing, ferry 
departs.wav

complete river crossing, engine idle, ramp bang, 
heavy rattle from the drive pulleys while ferry is 
crossing river

96 / 24 00:04:19.223
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MKH3040_ferry departures from opposite 
riverside.wav

ferry departures from opposite riverside, drives into 
embarkation point, passes mic, engine idle 96 / 24 00:03:52.519

MKH3040_ferry engine start and departure, 
chain rattling.wav

ambience, engine start, departure to opposite river 
side, chain rattling close-up, rumble from ship body 96 / 24 00:02:08.856

LS3_abroad the ferry, outboard drive pulleys, 
strong rattle.wav

complete ride abroad the ferry, prominent outboard 
drive pulleys, strong rattle, ramp bang on arrival 96 / 24 00:03:38.943

LS3_chain close-up, cars driving on ferry, ferry 
engine idle, crossing river.wav

chain close-up, cars driving on ferry, ferry engine 
idle, ferry departures to opposite riverside 96 / 24 00:02:38.227

LS3_chain close-ups.wav two chain close ups, ascending and descending
96 / 24 00:01:15.620

LS3_ferry approaches from opposite riverside, 
ramp opening.wav

ferry starts at opposite riverside, some birds 
ambience, ground chain starts rattling while ferry 
approaches, ramp down with bang

96 / 24 00:03:51.762

LS3_ferry in distance, wind in bushes, some 
birds.wav

steady ambience of ferry crossing the river, some 
birds from surroundings, chain rattling faded away 
by gusts, transport ship approaches

96 / 24 00:01:19.209

LS3_part1_ferry approaches from opposite 
riverside, ramp opening.wav

small waves, some gusts in copse, idling ferry 
engine, ferry approaches from opposite riverside, 
chain rattling, ramp goes down, engine idle

96 / 24 00:04:32.558

LS3_part2_ferry departures to opposite 
riverside.wav

idling engine, some metal rattling, ramp closing, 
ferry departures to opposite riverside, chain 
rattling, low rumble

96 / 24 00:04:22.570

LS5SB_complete river crossing, contact mic on 
chain.wav

complete river crossing, recorded with contact mics 
at the ground chain 96 / 24 00:02:37.597

Riverside B


